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Midnight Ink announces the upcoming release of Karma’s a Killer by Tracy Weber:
Karma’s a Killer will be available where fine books are sold on January 8, 2016
WOODBURY, Minn. – Midnight Ink announces the upcoming release of Karma’s a Killer by Tracy Weber. Karma’s a
Killer will be available in print (ISBN: 978-0-7387-4210-6, Trade Paper, 288 pages, $14.99) and eBook (PRICE?)
editions on January 8, 2016.
The latest mystery by award-winning novelist Tracy Weber, Karma’s a Killer is a fun, fresh, feisty new mystery
featuring Seattle yoga teacher Kate Davidson and her trusty canine companion Bella.
About Karma’s a Killer: Yoga instructor Kate Davidson is about to discover that when it comes to murder, there’s no
place like om. When she agrees to teach doga—yoga for dogs—at a fundraiser for Dogma, a local animal rescue,
Kate believes the only real damage will be to her reputation. But when an animal rights protest at the event leads to
a suspicious fire and a drowning, a few downward-facing dogs will be the least of Kate’s problems…
The police arrest Dharma, a woman claiming to be Kate’s estranged mother, and charge her with murder. To prove
Dharma’s innocence, Kate, her boyfriend Michael, and her German shepherd sidekick Bella dive deeply into the
worlds of animal activism, organizational politics, and the dangerous obsessions that drive them.
And if solving a murder weren’t complicated enough, Kate will also have to decide whether or not to reconcile with
the estranged mother who abandoned her over thirty years ago. Not to mention having to contend with an almostbankrupt animal rescue, a cantankerous crow, an unwanted pigeon houseguest, and a rabbit in a doga class. What
could possibly go wrong?
A taut tale with more twists and turns than a vinyasa yoga class, Karma’s a Killer brims with suspense, wit and
whimsy. With a to-die-for plot, sensational storyline, and charming characters—of both the two- and four-legged
varieties—Karma’s a Killer is a clever, colorful, and utterly captivating cozy mystery.
Karma’s a Killer is outstanding new installment in Tracy Weber’s award-winning Downward Dog mystery series, a
series that has earned high praise from reviewers and readers alike: “entertaining” – Library Journal; “fans will
eagerly await the next installment” – Publishers Weekly. A certified yoga therapist, Weber is the owner of the awardwinning yoga studio, Whole Life Yoga in Seattle, and the creator and director of Whole Life Yoga’s teacher training
program which, to date, has certified over 250 yoga teachers. She and her husband live in Seattle with their
challenging yet amazing German shepherd Tasha. Visit Tracy Weber online at: www.tracyweberauthor.com.
A division of Llewellyn, Midnight Ink Books (www.midnightinkbooks.com) is committed to publishing suspenseful
tales of all types, including hard-boiled thrillers, cozies, historical mysteries, amateur sleuth novels, and more.
Members of the news media wishing to request additional information about Tracy Weber or Karma’s a Killer are
kindly asked to contact Maryglenn McCombs by phone: (615) 297-9875, or by email: maryglenn@maryglenn.com
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